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BY MALLORY ABREU  PHOTOS JAMES PATTERSON  STYLING EDDIE ROSS

full SPECTRUM
In the midst of white-on-white and weathered-wood trends, this living room  
             in Mississippi dares to celebrate high-contrast colors like fuchsia, turquoise,  
      and yellow. We parse out its time-honored (and tasteful) lessons for you.

 C
 
 
rafting a 
 show- 

stopper room is  
not so different than 
pulling together 
a stylish outfit to 
designer Eddie Ross, 
and his redesign of 
this living room is one 
well-tailored getup. 
To complement the 
couch—the navy 
blazer of the outfit—
he pulls in a pinstripe 
chair (think button-
down) and geometric 
pillows (the dapper 
pocket squares). 
A kaleidoscopic 
rug works like a tie, 
uniting all the colors 
front and center. For 
beginners struggling 
with mixing colors, 
he says, “Start with 
a foundation piece 
you’re comfortable 
putting pattern on, 
like a rug or drapery, 
and use tones from  
it throughout.”

BEFORE

Designer  
Eddie Ross calls 
the light fixture’s 
combination of 
brass piping and 

glass cones  
“a modern take on 
a Victorian-Era 

glass chandelier.”
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EDDIE 
ROSS 

The style director  
for The Mine retail site 

shares his tips for 
adding color and 

drama on a budget.
EMPHASIZE 

ARCHITECTURE  
Call attention to fine 
details by painting 
molding a different 

color than the  
walls. Eddie says 
another pretty 

combo here would 
be navy trim and  
a blue ceiling.

LAYER RUGS  
Large, colorful 

woven rugs can be 
expensive. To cover 
the entire floor for 
less, layer a smaller 
bold rug on top of a 

larger sisal one.

USE NAVY AS  
A NEUTRAL   

“A navy sofa can go 
in many directions—
urban to coastal,” he 
says. Plus, the dark 
color hides stains, 

giving it a longer life.

COUCH 
Every patterned piece 

should touch a  
solid for a visual break. 

The sofa acts as  
that touch point for both 

the rug and pillows. 

COLOR 
THEORY

Eddie layers  
pattern and color 

with finesse.  
We break down his 

method for you. 
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RUG 
Keep the strongest 
pattern on the floor, 

then weave in its colors 
via small pieces at  
eye level so nothing 

feels too busy.

CHAIR 
A pinstripe chair 
quietly plays off  

the blues in the room, 
and its uniform lines 
break up the intensity 

of other patterns.

PILLOWS 
Experiment with  
the most vibrant  

colors in accent pillows  
and vary the  
scale when  

mixing patterns. n

BUYING INFORMATION: BHG.com/Resources
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